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• Brief intro into mitigation policies

• OECD work on mitigation 
– The OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050

– Focus on competitiveness and carbon leakage

• Non-OECD work on coalition formation

• The OECD’s CIRCLE project
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Set-up of the presentation



Mitigating climate change



• “Mitigation is a human intervention to reduce the sources or 
enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases. ”

• “Effective mitigation will not be achieved if individual agents 
advance their own interests independently.”

• “Mitigation scenarios in which it is likely that the temperature 
change caused by anthropogenic GHG emissions can be kept to 
less than 2 °C relative to pre-industrial levels are characterized by 
atmospheric concentrations in 2100 of about 450 ppm CO2eq 
(high confidence).”

• “Estimates of the aggregate economic costs of mitigation vary 
widely and are highly sensitive to model design and assumptions 
as well as the specification of scenarios, including the 
characterization of technologies and the timing of mitigation (high 
confidence).” 4

The new IPCC WG III report (2014)
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Emissions continue to increase

Source: IPCC WG-III SPM (2014)



Costs and effects of climate policies differ 
across countries
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What policy instruments to use?

• Carbon pricing as the basis for climate policy is essential: 
keep costs as low as possible

• Additional policies may be needed to overcome specific 
externalities

Subsidies for R&D in clean technologies (e.g. renewable 
energy)

If necessary policies to address sectors/gases that are not 
covered by carbon pricing policy (e.g. carbon sinks)

• But try to avoid overlap

E.g. energy efficiency policies should target specific market 
barriers when energy use is part of a carbon pricing policy

7
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• …the adoption of a cost-effective policy mix anchored on 
global carbon pricing

• … a broad coverage of the policy mix across 
gases, sectors and countries

• … fostering a gradual development of a global carbon 
market

– Setting up ETSs in as many countries as possible

– Linking ETSs directly or indirectly

– Developing a well-functioning crediting mechanism

Achieving ambitious mitigation policy 
objectives requires…
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The OECD Environmental 
Outlook to 2050



OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050
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Socioeconomic Developments chapter

Projecting future trends in socio-economic developments
• Not a prediction of what will happen!
• Be humble: we know very little about long-term future developments

Between 2010 and 2050, …
• …world GDP is projected to quadruple, with share of BRIICS increasing to 

above 40% – high income has mixed effects on environmental pressures
• …urban population could grow by 2.8 billion people, while rural 

population shrinks by 0.6 billion – more dense population has mixed 
effects on environmental pressures.

• …world energy demand is projected to increase by 80%, with largely 
unchanged fuel mix – this implies increasing greenhouse gas emissions.

• …competition for land will first intensify and later ease somewhat; 
slowdown in deforestation is projected to continue.
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Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline projection using ENV-Linkages model
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GDP: income times population



GHG emissions intensity and GDP

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline projection using ENV-Linkages model
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Two necessary policies

Adaptation policies are needed to safeguard the well-being of current and future 
generations worldwide.  Integrating adaptation in development co-

operation is critical
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Scenarios for the future to 2100

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 
2050, Baseline projection using ENV-Linkages model 15



Zooming in to 2050

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline 
projection using ENV-Linkages model

Baseline GHG 
emissions in 2050 

= 81 GtCO2e
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The cost of action is still affordable…for 
now

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline projection using ENV-
Linkages model

GDP -5.5%

GHG emissions -69.5%

GDP

GHG emissions
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Act now, delay is costly
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Foster innovation and support new clean 
technologies in a « neutral » way
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Why make CO2 cheaper if you’re trying to 
make it scarcer?

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline projection using ENV-Linkages model  based 
on IEA data; OECD and IEA analysis see website: www.oecd.org/iea-oecd-ffs

$ 44 
billion, 

2010, global 
renewable 
electricity 
subsidies

6% less emissions 
globally from removal 

of these fossil fuel 
subsidies

USD $409 billion
2010 , developing country 
fossil fuel consumption 

subsidies

$45‐75 
billion

2010, in fossil 
fuel support 
in OECD 
countries

Income gains from unilateral removal of fossil fuel consumer subsidies in emerging and developing 
countries (% change in HH income vs BAU)
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Energy RD&D

Source: OECD (2012), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050, Baseline projection using ENV-Linkages model 
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Competitiveness issues 
and carbon leakage



• The prospects for a globally harmonised carbon 
market are weak

• In the short run, international policy action will 
likely be built on a collection of domestic carbon 
commitments and multiple carbon markets arise

• There are concerns that unilateral action will

– Undermine competitiveness of domestic 
industries

– Foster carbon leakage

Background
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Carbon leakage and 
competitiveness — what are the concerns? 

• Unilateral mitigation runs the risk of being at least 
partly offset because of leakage

Two main channels for carbon leakage

• Competitiveness channel: production costs increase →
competitiveness of energy-intensive industries is 
lowered → losses of market shares and shift of the 
production towards non regulated firms

• Energy price channel: energy demand falls in capped 
countries → world price of energy falls (if a sizeable 
group of countries acts) → energy demand and 
emissions increase in the rest of the world

25
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• Competitiveness impacts are largest when carbon 
markets are not linked and the stringency of mitigation 
action varies across countries

• Carbon leakage occurs in absence of global participation

• Competitiveness and carbon leakage impacts are small 
since by assumption 
– most regions take action to mitigate carbon emissions
– all sectors and sources are covered in acting countries

Global mitigation scenarios of the 
OECD Environmental Outlook to 2050

26
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Multiple carbon markets scenarios –
costs of action

WorldNon-actingActing
Non-acting excluding
fossil fuel exporters
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Multiple carbon market scenarios -
carbon leakage rates

Shift in emissions of 
covered sectors from 
acting to non-acting 
countries

International leakage

Shift in emissions 
from covered to 
non-covered 
sources (GHGs)

Complementary reductions

Shift in domestic 
emissions from 
covered to non-
covered sectors

Domestic leakage
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Response policy scenarios –
costs of action

WorldNon-actingActing
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Response policy scenarios –
carbon leakage rates

International leakage Complementary reductionsDomestic leakage



• The competitiveness and leakage effects are highest 
when less countries act and less emission sources are 
covered

• BCAs and direct or indirect linking across carbon 
markets can help address some competitiveness losses or 
carbon leakage

• None of these response policies, however, can solve all 
adverse impacts

• Competitiveness and leakage effects are best dealt with 
by establishing a global carbon market

31

Concluding remarks



Self-enforcing international 
agreements – coalition 

formation modelling



Voluntary international agreements

♦ For global problems, such as climate change, 
we have to rely on voluntary international 
environmental agreements.

– standard IAMs: only two extremes: no cooperation vs. 
full cooperation

– single global decision maker is unrealistic: there is no 
supra-national authority

– therefore, self-enforcing coalitions of a subset of regions 
are more likely to emerge

♦ Which countries/regions can form a stable 
international coalition?

♦ How effective will they be in reducing emissions?
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Analytical Framework: The STACO model

♦ Constructed by Wageningen University; Information on ongoing research 
and available papers can be found on www.enr.wur.nl/uk/STACO

♦ Basic features:

– extremely simple climate-economy meta-model: essentially just a 
payoff function: costs and benefits from abatement

– benefits are discounted stream of future avoided damages, costs are 
instantaneous

– STACO: focus on stability analysis of all possible coalitions with single 
deviations

♦ Specific features:

– Base model: one-shot game for 100 years

– Extensions: transfers, exclusive membership, renegotiations, 
technology spillovers

– Side-step: stochastic model for uncertainty analysis and learning
34



Cartel formation game

♦ Cartel formation game with open membership, as 
introduced by d’Aspremont et al. (1983), Barrett (1994)

♦ Stability of a coalition
♦ internal stability: no member wants to leave the coalition

♦ external stability: no singleton wants to join the coalition

♦ Each stage (negotiation period) consists of 2 parts
♦ announcement game: join coalition or not

♦ Mitigation game: choose path of mitigation

♦ Mitigation is a public good
♦ coalition members take impact of mitigation on other 

members’ benefits into account
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Financial transfers / grandfathering rules

♦ Financial transfers may overcome free-rider incentives

♦ Tradable emission permits: grandfathering rule 
disentangles where mitigation takes place and 
where financial burden is

♦ Static grandfathering versus dynamic grandfathering: 
taking the expected developments into account

♦ Incentive grandfathering (optimal sharing): provide 
each member at least their outside option payoff
♦ addresses “potential” internal stability

♦ Carraro et al. (2006), McGinty (2007), Weikard (2008)
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STACO results – payoffs of stable 
coalitions

 
Coalition 

No  
trading 

Static  
allocation 

Updated  
allocation 

Incentive  
allocation 

All-Singletons 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 
Grand Coalition 
 
 

17,573 (100%) 17,080 (100%) 16,735 (100%) 17,016 (100%) 

JPN, EU15 
 
 

6,319 (2%)    

EU15, CHN 
 
 

  8,807 (26%)  

EU15, EET, EEX, 
CHN, IND 

   11,238 (47%) 
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STACO results – free-rider incentives

 
Coalition 

No  
trading 

Static  
allocation 

Updated  
allocation 

Incentive  
allocation 

All-Singletons 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 6,068 (0%) 
Grand Coalition 
 
 

17,573 (100%) 
All except 
JPN,EU15 

17,080 (100%) 
All except 
JPN,CHN 

16,735 (100%) 
All except  

CHN 

17,016 (100%) 
All 

JPN, EU15 
 
 

6,319 (2%) EU15,FSU EET,FSU,EEX,
CHN,IND,DAE,

ROW 

OOE,EET,FSU, 
EEX,IND,DAE, 

BRA,ROW 
EU15, CHN 
 
 

USA,JPN,CHN JPN,CHN 8,807 (26%) OOE,EET,FSU, 
EEX,IND,DAE, 

BRA,ROW 
EU15, EET, EEX, 
CHN, IND 

USA,JPN,EET,
EEX,CHN,IND 

JPN,EET, 
EEX,IND 

EET,EEX, 
IND 

11,238 (47%) 
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• When the stakes are high, free-rider incentives are large

• Without compensating payments (transfers), self-
enforcing coalitions will be small and relatively 
ineffective

• Transfers can help to link high-benefit country with low-
cost country, but are much more effective if they are 
designed to boost cooperation, not to improve equity or 
based on historical emissions

• Numerical results depend crucially on the parameter we 
know least well: regional benefit shares
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• Parameters on costs and benefits are uncertain – a 
stochastic approach makes more sense

• Stability no longer binary, but a probability, the so-called 
“Stability Likelihood”

• Specific question: will the fatness of the tail in the benefit 
parameter affect coalition formation
– Crucial assumption: these low-probability, high-impact 

scenarios are not truly catastrophic

– Assumption: pdfs of all parameters are known

• Strategy: run scenarios (>40) on pdf assumptions, do 
Monte Carlo analysis (20k runs), and do regression 
analysis on results

40

A stochastic extension



Introducing uncertainty changes the distribution

•Increased mean: average benefits are higher

+ More mitigation efforts

– Higher free-riding incentives

•Increased std. dev.: More outliers (fatter tails)

•Increased skewness: More observations in upper tail 
(negative/left skewed distribution)

•Increased kurtosis: More similar and conform predictions, 
fewer outliers

41

Playing with the moments of the pdfs



• Success: SL times mean absolute payoff

• Efficiency: SL times mean payoff relative to Grand Coalition

• Higher mean and fatter upper tails (lower skewness) 
increases SL, success and efficiency

• More conform predictions of climate impact → decreases 
SL, success and efficiency

• Std. dev. difficult to interpret due to negative draws 
(positive climate impacts with no mitigation)

42

Regression output

Mean St.dev. Skewness Kurtosis

SL + – – –

Success + + – –

Efficiency + – – –



The CIRCLE project



• Two key objectives: 
– Quantify how changes in environmental quality, climate 

change, degradation and scarcity of natural resources 
affect the economy, and ultimately prospects for long-
term growth (costs of inaction)

– Assess the benefits, as well as trade-offs, associated with 
policy responses to these environmental challenges 
(benefits of policy action)

• Regional and sectoral quantitative approach where possible, 
coupled with more general insights where needed
– Market impacts: production function approach
– Non-market impacts: valuation approach

44

CIRCLE Objectives
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Project themes and tracks

Climate change

Modelling trackAir pollution

Land-water-energy nexus

Water

Scoping trackBiodiversity and ecosystems

Resource scarcity
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Project themes and tracks

Climate change

Modelling trackAir pollution

Land-water-energy nexus

Water

Scoping trackBiodiversity and ecosystems

Resource scarcity



• Collaboration with CMCC/FEEM to incorporate damages in 
OECD’s ENV-Linkages model
– Methodology of the FEEM ICES model

– Data for a set of damages from EU projects

– Data consistency on damages is ensured by choosing damages 
corresponding to an appropriate temperature pathway

• Damages projected in ENV-Linkages to 2060
– Market adaptation takes place via sectoral adjustments and 

international trade

• Longer term consequences of climate change explored with 
the AD-RICE model (collaboration with CERE)

Methodology for preliminary climate 
analysis
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Climate change impacts and damages
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Stylised analysis post-2060
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Regional results (central projection)

Note: Preliminary results using ENV-Linkages model; not to be cited or quoted
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Unilateral regional effects (central proj.)
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…assess benefits of climate policy action (adaptation & 
mitigation)

…further improve the climate change damages analysis

…assess the market- and non-market damages from air 
pollution

…simulate the barriers to growth in the land-water-
energy nexus

…identify whether and how other environmental 
challenges can be added

…integrate the different CIRCLE themes

Next steps
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THANK  YOU!
For more information: 

www.oecd.org/environment/indicators-modelling-outlooks/CIRCLE.htm

www.oecd.org/environment/modelling


